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White Paper

We seek financial support to launch  
a Cryptocurrency Exchange and  

a U.S. Stock Exchange

M O E N T U M  T O K E N

FOR CRYPTOCURRENCIES 
AND STOCKS

BLOCK TRADING

Our patented market structure provides the ability to ADVERTISE 
and TRADE, huge multimillion million-dollar quotes of Bitcoin 

and other cryptocurrencies without upsetting the market
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Moentum (MOM) is an ERC20 cryptocurrency that is being sold to 
raise funds to launch two exchanges, one for trading of cryptocurren-
cies and the other for stocks.

MOENTUM TOKEN

These new marketplaces will utilize a new patented market structure 
designed to trade supersized buy and sell orders as well as to operate 
as a unique market for every buy and sell order entering the market. 
This is achieved using patented liquidity aggregation tools in a peer-
to-peer network. 

Moentum cryptocurrency as well as U.S. dollars will be accepted as 
payment for services offered from these exchanges. However, when 
Moentum cryptocurrency is used to purchase services, the price will 
be reduced by 55% for the cryptocurrency exchange and 10% for U.S. 
Stock Exchange. 

1% of Moentum tokens purchased during the ICO process and 1% of 
token revenue generated at the exchanges will go into an MyEtherWal-
let that will be donated to American Red Cross on December 31, 2027. 
This might create a sizeable donation to a worthy charity.

As the planned Crypto & U.S. Stock Exchange revenue grows in fiat 
currency, the demand for the tokens on the open market will increase. 
This is because there will be less of them due to the 1% removal.        
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THE RAISE

Why are we seeking to raise so much money? We have a couple of rea-
sons both Coinbase and IEX raised around $100 million each to launch 
their operations.  

Also, if an exchange wants to provide trading services for the biggest 
financial institutions of the world, (where the money is) it must have 
a balance sheet that will “underwrite” the business between the ex-
change and the institution. In addition, big institutions require exten-
sive back office support and regulatory operations. 

This ETH Wallet, which will benefit the American Red Cross, will re-
ceive 1% of all tokens sold during ICO process.

Until December 31, 2027, the ETH Wallet set up to benefit the American 
Red Cross will receive 1% of ALL tokens used as payment for services 
at either of our exchanges.

The private key will be given to the American Red Cross on December 
31, 2027.

www.redcross.org/donate/donation

https://www.redcross.org/donate/donation
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MOENTUM TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

For each ten tokens sold, three tokens will be authorized to the Compa-
ny and ten tokens authorized to the Purchaser.

This amounts to 23% of the tokens. This provides tokens to the Com-
pany Treasury for future needs as well as support for our team, advi-
sors, and our affiliate bonus program.  

Moentum Tokens can only be minted by the above method during the 
designated dates. After ICO there will be a fixed sum of Moentum To-
kens forever. 

Payments made Moentum cryptocurrency will automatically receive 
10% off any services offered at either exchange in perpetuity. Custom-
ers at both exchanges will sell fiat currencies to purchase Moentum 
cryptocurrency to increase their purchasing power. 

The Moentum/dollar exchange rate will determine the value of the 
Moentum cryptocurrency.   
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During the pre-ICO sale, if a cap is achieved for a particular discount percentage then 
the next discount period begins. After the ICO sale is over, no new Moentum tokens 
will ever be produced. 

For each ten tokens sold, three tokens will be authorized to the Company and ten to-
kens authorized to the Purchaser. Tokens are minted on demand. Total potential sup-
ply of tokens is 2,211,300,000. That is 1,701,000,000 to the purchasers of the tokens 
and 510,300,000 to the Company. 

This amounts to 23% of the tokens. This provides tokens to the Company Treasury for 
future needs as well as support for our team, advisors, and our affiliate bonus program. 

Moentum Tokens can only be minted by the above method. After ICO there will be a 
fixed sum of Moentum Tokens forever.

TOKEN SALE SCHEDULE

ETH
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ROAD MAP
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USE OF PROCEEDS:

Proceeds from the sale of Tokens will be used to develop and launch 
an MOM new Cryptocurrency Exchange, which will seek a license from 
the Isle of Man Government and finance Spot Quote Holdings, Inc. so 
it can launch Spot Quote LLC which currently is an U.S. SEC Regulated 
Alternative Trading System (ATS) which plans to become a formal U.S. 
Stock Exchange. Moentum has entered into a patent licensing/market-
ing/financing/staffing agreement with Spot Quote Holdings, Inc. which 
grants Moentum unlimited use of Spot Quote Holdings’ patents in ex-
change for financing for Spot Quote Holdings, Inc. Spot Quote Hold-
ings, Inc. has agreed to allow the use of Moentum Tokens to purchase 
any of the services provided by Spot Quote LLC. at a 10% discount 
provided the SEC and FINRA approve. 

Companies will share patented technology, software, and staff until 
it is appropriate for each business to have its own staff. However, it 
should not be construed that these Companies are one and the same. 
They are separate entities domiciled in different countries. The only re-
lations they legally have with each other is stated in a patent licensing/
marketing/financing/staffing agreement between the two companies. 
Any monies raised will go towards the effort to launch these trading 
platforms with the cryptocurrency exchange being the priority.  
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CURRENT  
AND FUTURE GOVERNMENT LICENSES

Moentum Trading Services Ltd will seek a li-
cense from the Isle of Man Financial Servic-
es Authority to operate a cryptocurrency ex-
change.

Spot Quote LLC Broker-Dealer U.S. Securities 
and Exchange Commision (SEC) License #: 
67038

Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FIN-
RA) Broker-Dealer License CRD#: 136696 (Li-
cense is Active; Mr. Sam Balabon is currently 
the Series 24 Principal for the Firm.)

Spot Quote LLC is an active member of the 
Securities Investor Protection Corporation for 
over 10 Years.

Spot Quote LLC plans to file Form 1 with the 
SEC to become a formal stock exchange.

Spot Quote LLC has an SEC Alternative Trad-
ing License (ATS) that is approved to trade all 
of Mr. Sam Balabon’s inventions.
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PATENT PORTFOLIO

U.S. Patents are 100% owned by Spot Quote Holdings, Inc.

The closest related business model is “rebates” offered by stock ex-
changes for the purposes of attracting market makers to post on their 
electronic bulletin boards. These methods are crude, but still form the 
cornerstone of the stock exchange business model in today’s markets.

Displayed to the market, Executed. 

Executions currently favor parties that hit or take limit orders 
out of order books and not the parties that place the limit or-
ders, 

Communicated between individual buyers and sellers, 

Constructed to contain built-in quote fees. This type of quote 
fee is based on the level of risk a market maker takes to fill a 
particular size of a retail order. This type of fee does not exist 
anywhere in the world today.

Our Patents describe new ways that limit orders can be:
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System and method for block trading, patented August 13, 2013. This 
invention describes a new type of stock exchange that uses decoys to 
protect the trading interest contained in the orders it displays to the 
market. This introduces the concept that traders can disclose their 
trading interest to the market by “diluting“ their trading interest just 
enough to attract contra parties, but not “concentrate” their trading in-
terest to the degree that it can be gamed by other traders. 

When orders are entered into the market using this invention, decoy 
trading interests (limit orders) are entered on the opposite side of the 
market to counterbalance them. Decoy trading interests neutralize the 
supply/demand impact of an order entering the market. This reduces 
trading interest leakage, which also reduces what is widely known as 
the slippage/transaction costs associated with block trading.

System and method for block trading, patented April 5, 2011. This in-
vention describes a new market maker order type that trades above 
or below the National Best Bid or Offer (NBBO). When the limit order 
executes, it will attempt to liquidate itself back into the markets to seek 
hidden and better-priced quotes.

System and method for execution delayed trading, patented July 9, 
2013. This invention provides a new type of limit order that checks the 
market at the moment that the limit order is matched with a contra 
order. If the market has changed due to the impact of the matched 
orders by scanning the stock exchanges, the matched orders are not 
converted into trade executions. This prevents what market makers 
call being “run over.” 

It allows market makers to provide market quotes and at the same time 
opt out when third parties attempt to simultaneously sweep the stock 
exchanges for quotes. It forces the quote seeker to enter into a one-
on-one automated negotiation directly with the market maker, which is 
advantageous to the market maker. Of course, the market does not gain 
any efficiencies unless the market makers compete against each other.

U.S. Patent 8,510,208 

U.S. Patent 7,921,054

U.S. Patent 8,484,121
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System and method for facilitating the trading of financial instruments, 
patented August 3, 2010. This invention describes a new limit order 
type called Hide Side. 

It is designed to be displayed to the market, but not to disclose if a trad-
er is buying or selling. It allows a trader to effectively advertise what 
he needs to get done and at the same time reduce his trading interest 
footprint to the market. 

It protects limit orders from penny jumping. It also reduces the trans-
action costs associated with trading. It is a must-have for brokers to 
protect their customers’ limit orders when they are entered into the 
market. It works for all types of financial instruments.

This patent is revolutionary, because it suggests that the “quantity” of 
securities along with the price can be electronically negotiated as eas-
ily as the stock exchanges currently express the prices of their listed 
shares. This transforms the negotiation of financial instruments into a 
two-dimensional process. 

This is achieved through a new limit order type that is designed for mar-
ket makers. It allows market makers to build a quote fee into their limit 
orders in direct proportion to the risk associated with filling particular 
orders. This opens the door to a new type of specialist that provides 
a quote based on quote fees. It is a must-have for market makers, so 
they can more efficiently price risk. It works for all types of financial 
instruments.

U.S. Patent 7,769,668

U.S. Patent 7,076,461
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This invention is the Japanese version of U.S. Patent 7,076,461. It is 
active and in full force. The Founder has agreed to assign this patent 
to the Company; however, as of November 2017 assignment has not 
been formally filed at the Japan PTO.

Japan Patent 4,464,281 

CLAIMS 

The five U.S. patents comprise 69 separate claims. The claims cover 
Spot’s various, unique features. Among the claims covered include the 
use of phantom or dummy orders to disguise the trading interest of par-
ticipants and to protect the displayers of blocks. Other claims protect 
quote makers from getting swept when a block trade is triggered at Spot.

The unique order types at Spot are based on these patents. These or-
der types allow a new type of market structure, one in which blocks of 
cryptocurrency or stock can be displayed without fear of front running or 
sweeping by high-speed programs. Instead, the new structure allows and 
encourages high-speed market makers and institutions to trade blocks 
of cryptocurrency or stock with each other. Instead of trading a small 
number of tokens or shares continually over a period of time, market 
makers can offer large blocks of quotes to big investors and institutions.
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(The following Products are currently being converted into the Cryptocurrency 
Trading Technology.)

PATENTED PRODUCT ONE

Call Market  

This trading system is designed to be used to construct a counterparty 
to a trade a block when there is none. Currently block orders are broken 
up into smaller orders and placed into the market over time to prevent 
front running and to manage market impact. 

This trading system with its patented unique order types allows an in-
stitutional trader to formulate a market on his screen, which is catered 
specifically to the trade he wants to complete. It is designed to provide 
an executable bid and offer for whatever size of trade is entered into it. 

This is achieved by giving the market making community new powers 
to trade the market prior to filling the customer’s order. This allows 
market makers the ability to bundle their liquidity and the sitting liquid-
ity in the national stock exchanges into a single product.  

The above screenshot depicts indications of interests flowing into the system. 
The black box computers of market makers responding to this feed input will 
be the primary means by which quotes will be generated.

THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTS HAVE BEEN CODED FOR TRADING 
STOCKS BUT CAN BE CONVERTED TO THE TRADING OF CRYPTOCUR-
RENCIES WITHOUT DIFFICULTY. THAT PROCESS HAS BEGUN. 
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This screen illustrates a view of all four patented marketplaces combined as 
a liquidity center.  

PATENTED PRODUCT TWO

One Cent Market

Business Proposition:

One Cent Block Crossing Network will maintain a buy quote pegged at 
one cent above the national best offer price (NBO) and a sell quote that 
is pegged one cent below the best bid price (NBB) for each stock that 
it allows to be traded on its trading platform. Dealers/market makers 
who provide quotes will compete to see which one can offer the larg-
est buy and sell quote for each stock. The dealer who offers the best 
quote is allowed to post it to the public. 

One Cent Block Crossing Network has an active FINRA/SEC ATS Trad-
ing License. The necessary software is written and ready for commer-
cial use.

“If I pay an extra penny towards my execution, how many 
additional shares can I get filled?”

Each One Cent quote contain shares from THREE different sources of 
liquidity:
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Source 1 – 

All shares shown available at the national best bid or offer (NBBO).

Source 2 – 

All shares shown available at one cent away from the NBBO (up to the 
number of shares shown available at the NBBO).    

Source 3 – 

Shares from Spot market makers. Market makers will compete to de-
termine which market maker will bid the largest number of shares. 
This is achieved through two “size” auctions that will run continuously 
for each symbol pegged at one cent under and one cent above the 
NBBO. The winning market maker can change between each option in 
microseconds.
 
Spot Book will “combine” all three sources of liquidity into single quotes 
and offer them through its order book. Spot, in the capacity of dealer, 
will open each auction with a 100-share bid. Upon execution, shares 
are gathered from Sources 1, 2, and 3 and the fill price is fixed (up one 
penny or down one penny from the NBBO). Profits from Source 1 are 
granted to the market maker.

Example:

In this example, there are 1,000 shares available at the best bid price of the 
NBBO for AAPL. Our ATS will make the opening bid of 100 shares. This means 
there are at least another 1,000 shares in the stock exchanges priced at 
$111.15.
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Source 1 – 

Top of Book: 1,000 shares

Source 2 – 

Top of Book Minus One Cent: 1,000 shares    

Source 3 – 

Opening Bid: 100 shares

Total shares offered at ATS is (1,000 + 1,000 + 100) =  2,100 shares @ 
$111.15

Note: All trade executions must go through a patented market check of 
up to 25 milliseconds to ensure the 2,000 shares in the market can be 
obtained. All quotes in Spot’s One Cent Market will be the largest quotes 
in the world by default and will be continuously available throughout the 
day. This form of market is protected by three U.S.-issued patents and 
one Japan- issued patent.

PATENTED PRODUCT THREE

Hide Side Block Crossing Network

Each time a Hide Side Order Type is entered into the market, an oppo-
site mirror (phantom) order is simultaneously generated and entered 
on the opposite side of the book with the same symbol and the same 
number of shares. 

Both the real quote and the mirror quote are marked with an H insignia 
to differentiate hide side displayed quotes from standard quotes. Both 
quotes are publicly displayed; the market cannot tell which quote is the 
real order and which order is the mirror quote. The order type allows for 
a minimum fill requirement to prevent pinging. 

Hide Side Block Crossing Network has an active FINRA/SEC ATS Trading 
License. The necessary software is written and ready for commercial use.
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Business Proposition:

“I would like to advertise a block order, but do not want any-
one front running my order.”

Each Hide Side quote contains shares offered by a single user.

Each time a Hide Side Order Type is entered into the Spot book, an 
opposite mirror (phantom) order is simultaneously generated and en-
tered on the opposite side of the book with the same symbol and same 
number of shares. Each pair of quotes has only one side that is execut-
able. If a liquidity taker attempts to grab the phantom order, they will 
receive an “unable to fill” message.

This order type has “pinging” protection through giving the liquidity 
provider the option to include a minimum fill requirement. This form of 
market is protected by two U.S.-issued patents.
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PATENTED PRODUCT FOUR

House Quotes

Spot will make continuous markets in all stocks listed on NASDAQ and 
the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). We aggregate two price levels and 
will also contribute additional house shares to create the largest con-
tinuous market making quotes for all NASDAQ and NYSE-listed stocks. 

SUMMARY

MOM will fund Spot Quote Holdings and its subsidiary Spot Quote. 
Once funded, Spot Quote will immediately launch its SEC-regulated 
Alternative Trading System into the market. Spot Quote will also file a 
Form 1 with the SEC to become a formal U.S. stock exchange. 

The brokerage system and trading engine software is already coded 
and ready to be inserted into U.S. Stock Exchange servers hosted in 
New Jersey. Proceeds from the sales of Tokens will be used to develop 
MOM new Cryptocurrency Exchange, which will initially be regulated 
by the Isle of Man and an U.S. ATS. Later, a new U.S. Stock Exchange 
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employing the patented trading inventions of our founder Mr. Sam Bal-
abon. MOM has entered into a marketing agreement with Spot Quote 
Holdings, which grants MOM unlimited use of Spot Quote Holdings’ 
patents and an agreement to finance Spot Quote Holdings and its sub-
sidiary Spot Quote.

MOM plans to engage with the Government of Isle of Man to obtain a 
Cryptocurrency Trading Exchange License. Spot Quote is currently an 
SEC-licensed Alternative Trading System (ATS) regulated by FINRA. Nei-
ther company has launched trading operations to date. However, Spot has 
developed the software necessary to run its planned U.S. stock exchange 
and is currently developing software for a cryptocurrency exchange. The 
Company introduces two distinct patented order types that allow large 
traders to advertise and trade blocks of cryptocurrencies, stocks, or any 
other type of financial instrument. The Company anticipates a $2.5 billion 
dollar plus annual profit at the end of its fourth year of operations. 

Spot will become a typical stock exchange, providing all the customary 
services of a stock exchange. To drive commercial traffic to achieve 
market share, Spot will provide two unique patented order types that 
allow open advertising of block limit orders. Currently, block orders are 
put into algorithms, which break the orders up into smaller orders that 
are entered into the market over time to limit market impact. 

Spot’s new order types provide new patented rules to govern the 
trading of cryptocurrencies, stocks, and other financial instruments. 
Much like rules that govern stock trading in the U.S. such as minimum 
trading increments of (one cent) between bid/offer prices, Spot has 
its own “patented” rules that are very different from the current stock 
exchange rules in the U.S. and throughout the world, especially with 
respect to how traders negotiate with one another.  

We have built a new trading platform, on which we will offer order 
placement and crossing services to institutional traders, global banks, 
high frequency traders, and market makers.
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SPOT QUOTE SOLUTIONS 
FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS

Spot Quote provides a quote solution for institutional investors. We will 
collect access fees when we match buyers and sellers of stock. Even-
tually, we will trade other types of financial instruments.

One aspect that makes Spot different is its patented limit order types. 
Spot’s limit orders contain new features that ultimately will transform 
the electronic trading of stock and other financial instruments from a 
“price” only negotiation to a “price/size” negotiation. Adding “size” as 
a second dimension to the electronic negotiation of financial instru-
ments will ultimately change the way exchanges operate worldwide.

Currently,  buy and sell quotes are maintained in central order books at 
stock exchanges. Our ultimate goal is to have investors construct mar-
kets (book of custom quotes) on demand on their screens in real time. 
They will then hit or lift the quotes offered to them on their screens. 
Dealers and other investors will be able to generate these quotes from 
anywhere in the world. It is similar to an Amazon type of business 
model, though a little different. You will be able to drop bits and pieces 
of your limit order into the market (advertising trading interest), like its 
name, e.g. “IBM” or “IBM and 250,000” to the dealers’ computers and 
other investors around the world, and they will react to your input and 
broadcast quotes directly to your computer screen.

Spot’s new limit order types give dealers/market makers the ability to 
charge quote fees that are priced relative to the “risk” associated with 
filling an order. In other words, the “slippage” that is also known as 
the “transaction costs” associated with trading block/large orders are 
converted into fees similar to an insurance premium and displayed to 
the investor for their consideration. This way,  the investor can make an 
informed decision before he pulls the trigger on a trade. If transaction 
cost “transparency” can be granted to electronic trading, the markets 
as we now know them will become much more efficient and produc-
tive. Right now, “quote” issues related to trading financial instruments 
present a very serious problem. Spot’s technologies bring these quote 
issues into the “light” for orders of all sizes. Spot provides the deal-
ers of the world the patented tools necessary to construct quotes that 
contain quote fees. We also have the ability to make dealers compete 
against each other in real time for every order coming into the market, 
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thereby generating a unique best bid/offer quote based on the size of 
an order.

Our technology provides an internet-based “operating system” that fa-
cilitates the negotiation and trading of financial instruments between 
parties. Why trust an organization or algorithm with your orders and 
“hope” for a good outcome when you can do it yourself better by con-
structing your own markets on your screen for each of your orders? 
It grants investors greater autonomy by making the markets come to 
them when they want to trade,  as opposed to going to the markets to 
trade. This new form of patented communication will ultimately trans-
form how our financial markets operate in the future.

NEW ECONOMIC THEORIES

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Trading interest can be advertised if it is diluted enough so that 
market participants cannot game it, but can only concentrate 
enough that the market can respond to it. 

If you prevent a quote taker from simultaneously sweeping the 
market at the same time they hit a quote sitting in a stock ex-
change, you can deliver the sweeping opportunity to the quote 
provider. If the quote provider has first access to the market 
when he fills an order, he can offer prices that are away from 
the inside quote. Basically, this enables setting a unique inside 
quote based on the “size” of the order. 

If you can reflect the trading interest when a quote lands into 
a stock exchange, you can neutralize the supply and demand 
splash that occurs when the order reaches the exchange. This 
eliminates limit orders from being penny jumped. 

Stock exchange order books should be generated on demand 
and in real time when a customer pings/calls the market for 
quote—not by a centralized book governed by a minimum tick 
size (one penny) and minimum order size (100 shares).

Investors should not push their orders into the market to gain 
executions, but rather pull the market to their screen and make 
the market compete for every one of their orders.
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MARKET THEORY 
BEHIND TECHNOLOGY

Transform the world’s markets from a hub and spoke market struc-
ture where buy and sell orders of cryptocurrencies, stocks, bonds, and 
derivatives are sent to centralized exchanges to a peer-to-peer decen-
tralized market structure where markets are generated on the spot for 
each buy and sell order entering the market. 

If “slippage,” also known as the “transaction cost,” associated with large 
orders of cryptocurrency or stocks could be put on the screen before 
the investor decides to buy or sell, the risk associated with unknown 
transaction costs could be reduced. Unknown transaction costs scare 
many investors away, because the slippage risk is greater than the in-
vestment opportunity. They tend to make lists of cryptocurrencies and 
stocks that they “feel” can absorb the dollar size of their orders with 
minimal market impact. If a cryptocurrency or stock does not make 
it to the list, it is not even looked at regardless how good the crypto-
currency or stock is. This “quote problem” prevents big investors from 
buying thinly traded cryptocurrencies and stocks. 

If “transaction costs” were made transparent, liquid cryptocurrencies 
and stocks could broaden their investor audiences; this would increase 
cryptocurrencies and stock values and lead to more ICOs and IPOs. The 
least liquid cryptocurrencies and stocks would see the greatest valu-
ation increases. Bringing transaction costs into the “light” will overall 
increase the quote size offered in our cryptocurrency and stock market.

Taking a closer look, current transaction cost (market impact) analysis 
tools rely too much on the size of an order relative to the total daily 
volume of a cryptocurrency or stock. Using this ratio is a very crude 
means to guess what the transaction cost might be, because it cannot 
determine if the market will step up and defend any price level. What if 
investors could look up historical “transaction costs” based on the size 
of their orders or ping the market for an instant quote to fill a particular 
order size? Wouldn’t that fundamentally change how investors consid-
er investing in thinly traded cryptocurrencies and stocks? If investors 
knew their “transaction costs” or “slippage” upfront before they parted 
with their money, don’t you think they would increase their investments 
in lightly traded cryptocurrencies and stocks?
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Lower Volatility/Reduced Market Crashes

If “slippage” was widely accepted to be “built into the price” of a block 
trade, then the number of block orders that would need to be broken up 
and placed into algorithms could be reduced. If the use of algorithms 
that break large orders into bits and pieces and enter them into the 
market over a set period of time (minutes to weeks) could be reduced 
when the market is in crisis, there would be less price distortion. When 
the market is in crisis, sell orders placed in algorithms build up on the 
sidelines. This distorts prices, because the sidelined sitting quantity 
is not counterbalanced by the sidelined buying sitting quantity. The 
supply and demand equilibrium of the market gets disrupted, which 
results in artificially inflating the prices of cryptocurrency and stocks 
offered on exchanges. If market prices are inflated due to unfilled sell 
orders sitting on the sidelines, no one wants to step up and buy until 
this phenomenon reverses itself (i.e. sidelined buy orders are greater 
than sidelined sell orders). 

The above-mentioned phenomenon is why during a major selloff, two 
parabolic curves form from the right and left of the lowest price point 
using time and price as the x and y coordinates. It acts like a rubber 
band as you get closer to the lowest price point of selloff. If markets 
could achieve supply and demand equilibrium at all times, this entire 
phenomenon would simply become something of the past. Due to this 
market structure flaw, markets are more volatile and severity of market 
crashes are increased more than they need to be. 

Price distortions caused by this phenomenon provide profitable “short-
ing” opportunities for the short-term trader at the expense of natural 
sellers. In the end of 2008 and at the beginning of 2009, this phenome-
non was rampant and resulted in much faster price drops than should 
have occurred, wiping out years of accumulated leverage that was al-
ready built into the market. Reducing leverage destroys wealth in our 
society. This phenomenon artificially enhances price movements, ei-
ther way up or way down.
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BUSINESS

MARKET OPPORTUNITY

In short, MOM and Spot aims to put block trading back onto trading 
screens in the markets. Unlike any other trading venue or exchange, we 
have the patents to protect the interests of block-size traders. 

In today’s markets, market participants have no incentive to display 
large quantities. For example, a large bid order to buy cryptocurrency 
or stock might attract front-running traders who push up the market 
price for the stock. Conversely, a large offer to sell a cryptocurrency or 
stock might attract front-running behavior that could depress the mar-
ket price of the stock. MOM and Spot will provide patented features 
that incentivize the display of large bids and offers in the market by 
protecting the interests of these market participants.

The current Spot Quote opportunity to create a block-trading venue is 
enormous. The current volume of stock trading in the U.S. alone is ap-
proximately 8 billion shares per day, or 2.1 trillion shares per year. Esti-
mates for institutional/hedge fund trading is about 32% of the total, or 
approximately 8 billion shares per day.

Conversely, the volume of block trading on trading venues today is a 
small fraction of the total. Most trades must be broken up into very 
small trades, which are then entered into the market via front-ends or 
algorithms (algos). The largest separate block-trading venue, Liquid-
net, trades typically only 20-30 million shares per day, or less than 2% 
of the total institutional volume. A big percentage of current institutional 
volume is available to be captured in a new trading venue such as Spot.
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MARKET  
ANALYSIS SPOT QUOTE HOLDINGS

Spot will concentrate on this institutional segment of the market and 
the Broker-Dealers who service this segment of the market. Spot will 
attract a customer base that includes the largest trading and invest-
ment firms in the world. Potential types of clients include large Bro-
ker-Dealers, large high-speed market-making firms, pension funds, mu-
tual funds, and insurance companies.

Equity market evolution

Most of the 8 billion shares traded per day in the U.S. are traded in 
small lots as a result of  dramatic changes in the market as it became 
more electronic over the last two decades. 

While current trade size has stabilized at 200-300 shares per trade, this 
size is woefully inadequate for institutional investors. Many investors 
complain about the lack of quotes available in large trade sizes. As a 
result of the changes that have taken place in the markets, institutional 
traders have been forced to split up their trades into very small trans-
actions, using algorithms.

The equity market has followed a typical model of evolution over the 
past 20 years. Here is a summary of market evolution as asset classes 
move from traditional market-making structures to electronic trading 
market structures:
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The equity market moved significantly from voice trading to single-ven-
ue systems in the 1990s. In the 2000s, the equity market created high-
speed linkages, including Lava Trading’s sweep technology and the 
implementation of the SEC’s Regulation NMS, which created a true 
high-speed National Market System. 

The linked-pool systems created much efficiency, including lower 
commissions for both institutional and retail investors as well as high-
speed executions for small trades. However, it became more difficult 
for large trades to be executed. Much of the large-size quotes went 
underground as invisible or “dark” pools proliferated.

Market Trends

The equity market is only now beginning to move past the linked-pool 
structure. Exchanges are considering merging, and cross-asset-class 
linkages are being created. Spot’s role in the market evolution will be: 

(1) Aggregation of Dark Quotes and  
(2) Merging of Dark and Visible Quotes.

Spot’s unique order types will create new ways for market participants 
to trade block-size quotes as electronic market participants.

Regulators are trying to catch up with the rapid changes that fostered 
a high-frequency trading market structure and the proliferation of dark 
quotes. Regulators are supportive of moves by market venues to increase 
trade transparency, bringing more quotes into visible trading venues.

Market participants are also looking for more block quotes. However, 
the frustration to-date has been the inability of block quotes to be ag-
gregated. Institutional traders are looking for aggregation, but current ven-
ues’ trading rules make this impractical to achieve. Spot Quote will have 
unique trading rules to encourage and support the aggregation of quotes.
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BLOCK TRADING COMPETITION

Given the current U.S. equity market volume of 8 billion shares per day, 
and approximately 2 billion shares per day for institutional flow, it may 
be surprising that very little of the flow can be traded in block size. In 
fact, very few venues that facilitate large block trading exist.

The largest true block-trading venue, Liquidnet, typically trades only 
20-30 million shares per day, or less than 2% of the total institution-
al volume. Its average size per trade is impressive, at approximately 
50,000 shares. Liquidnet is a dark pool, so it will not compete in the 
visible quotes space with Spot.

ITG Posit is another venue that occasionally trades blocks. However, 
its average trade size is only around 5,000 shares, so most of its vol-
ume is not in true block size. Posit is a dark pool, so unlike Spot, it does 
not display block quotes. Its total volume is around 30 million shares per 
day. Its block volume is estimated at about 10 million shares per day.

Currently, no large Broker-Dealer venue that trades a significant volume 
of equity blocks exists in the market, and it is highly unlikely that a large 
Broker-Dealer will choose to do so. Trading venues are, by their nature, 
typically independent locations at which multiple Broker-Dealers meet to 
trade. A single Broker-Dealer venue would have difficulty attracting busi-
ness from its competitors. We believe that large Broker-Dealers would 
welcome an independent block-trading venue with unique order types.

MARKET NICHE

Spot has an opportunity to create a new niche in the equity market, a 
trading venue that allows blocks to be traded on screens. Unlike a dark 
pool, Spot will display blocks, which provides an inherent advantage in 
that Spot’s quotes will be self-advertised. Only Spot can display these 
blocks because of its patented order types. While other venues can 
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technically display blocks, traders choose not to display blocks due to 
increased transaction costs that result from information leakage.   

Because the current market structure does not have a venue like Spot, 
there are few venues on which to trade blocks. These venues are iso-
lated and fragmented, so almost all blocks are forced to be broken up 
in order to trade under the current market structure. A big percentage 
of current institutional volume is available to be captured in a new trad-
ing venue like Spot.

With Spot’s Hide Side and market aggregation features of the One Cent 
Market, block trading can safely migrate back into the markets. Con-
sequently, institutional traders, regulators, exchanges, and even dark 
pools will welcome this migration of block trading back onto screens. 
Trades on Spot will result in sweeps of other trading venues, thereby 
making Spot a large client of other trading venues.

SPOT QUOTE REVENUE SOURCES

Spot intends to generate revenue from traditional stock exchange busi-
nesses and market making. We will charge an execution fee and may 
use some of the revenue to attract quote providers through rebates. As 
a new trading venue, Spot intends to minimize these charges in order 
to increase adoption of the service and will offer free trading in the be-
ginning. The following is a list of revenue sources that we feel will be 
realized through the operation of our stock exchange:

(MOM cryptocurrency trading commissions have not been determined yet.)

Access Fees – This fee is charged on a per share basis (gen-
erally$.003 per share) to remove shares/liquidity from Spot’s 
order books. 

Market Data Fees – This is licensing revenue paid by custom-
ers who subscribe to the data feed generated by Spot’s trading 
books. 
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Market-Making Revenue – Spot will provide liquidity to its or-
der books in the capacity of a market maker. Initially, all profits 
will be reinvested into making quotes more marketable. 

Market Depth Data Fees – This licensing revenue is paid to re-
ceive the full book of quotes, including non-marketable quotes 
contained in Spot’s order books.

Listing Fees – These fees are paid by companies that list their 
shares in Spot’s stock exchange.

Routing Fees – These fees are paid by customers, so their or-
ders can be sent to other markets other than Spot for fills. 

Port Fees – These are monthly charges to connect to Spot’s 
order books and access its liquidity.

PRICING

MOM has not determined pricing for its planned cryptocurrency trad-
ing exchange. Regarding the stock trading of Spot, the transaction fee 
and rebate model we propose is similar to many execution venues in 
the industry for stock trading. The quote provider (“Maker”) will trade 
flat and the quote taker (“Taker”) will pay a fee of $.003 per share trad-
ed at Spot Quote. This fee will be competitive with other exchanges, 
and is the traditional maker/taker model prevalent in the industry.

The alternative venue of Liquidnet charges each side of the block trade 
a commission of $.02 per share. SPOT’s pricing structure undercuts 
this high cost with a model that will attract Broker-Dealers with spon-
sored institutional clients.
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ADVERTISING

SALES STRATEGY

Direct advertising costs will be minimal. A favorable aspect of the Spot 
model is the readily available block-size quotes on the Spot website. 
As these quotes proliferate, the business model effectively advertises 
itself in large-size quotes and trades.

Awareness of the service will be enhanced through industry articles 
and conferences. In addition, partnering with sponsoring Broker-Deal-
ers will allow the route to be integrated into existing broker algorithms 
and routing tables. Institutional clients may be able to access Spot’s 
quotes through their normal broker’s electronic systems.

Two primary client types will predominate in the early stages of Spot’s 
sales strategy. Spot expects that large high-frequency trading (HFT) 
firms will be interested in providing quotes on Spot. In addition, major 
institutional Broker-Dealers will be interested in providing Spot’s imme-
diate execution service to their large clients.

The sales strategy will be to encourage a few large HFT firms to pro-
vide block quotes on Spot. The Spot model is the first one available to 
protect these HFT market makers, so it will be the first opportunity for 
these firms to make large-size quotes available to the market. Many of 
these firms have accumulated significant capital over the past decade; 
Spot will allow these firms to use market-making strategies that can 
scale to larger-size trades. These firms will be attracted by the poten-
tial profitability of block trading.

In addition to a direct-sales approach with HFT firms, Spot will employ 
salespeople to attract and retain Broker-Dealers with large institutional 
clients. These brokers already have systems that are integrated with 
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their clients’ systems, so Spot will provide these Broker-Dealers an op-
portunity to leverage their systems to capture more of their large cli-
ents’ trading flow. Early adopters among the Broker-Dealer community 
will be able to offer more block quotes to their institutional clients and 
to enhance the Broker-Dealers’ own algorithmic capabilities.

We met with the following firms at their offices in 2013, and all agreed 
verbally that they would participate in our launch:
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STAFFING

In the current electronic environment, a trading venue can operate with a 
relatively small staff. After initial critical hires, staff can be scaled to ac-
commodate the rate of revenue growth and the needs of the organization.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Spot’s concepts and patents are applicable well beyond the U.S. eq-
uity market. Future opportunities to develop Spot’s concepts include 
expansion to other geographic locations and to other asset classes. 

Many other markets have adopted the U.S. equity market model; as 
such, these other markets may develop similar needs to expand block 
trading. A very easily adapted change would be to allow Spot to be 
available for U.S. Over-The-Counter (OTC) securities, which trade over 
$150 billion annually. 

We plan to open currency, bond, and derivative markets using our tech-
nology once we obtain traction on our original business model.
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REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

Spot Quote LLC is subject to the SEC’s Uniform Net Capital Rule (Rule 
15c3-1) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 administered by the 
SEC and FINRA,,formerly the NASD, which requires the maintenance of 
minimum net capital. 

Under this Rule, Spot Quote is required to maintain net capital of 1/8th 
of “aggregate indebtedness” or $100,000, whichever is greater, as 
these terms are defined.

Below is a summary of the capital requirements for Spot Quote LLC:

Jan 1, 2018

Required Net 
Capital 

Spot  
Quote LLC $ 100,000 $ 120,000 $ 20,000 .01%

Excess Net
Capital

Ratio  
of Aggregate 
Indebtedness 
to Net Capital

Net Capital 
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CORPORATE INFORMATION

Moentum Trading Services Ltd is an Isle of Man Company.

We plan on pursuing a cryptocurrency exchange license from the Gov-
ernment of Isle of Man. Until offices can be set up in Europe, the address 
is 3225 Smoky Ridge Road, Austin, TX 78730. 

Spot Quote, once financed, will commence operations in Austin, Texas 
and New York City. 

Our telephone number is 512-585-4589. 
Our website address is www.moentum.com 

Contact information:

Info@Moentum.com

www.moentum.com
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NOTICE TO READER

Read this notice very carefully. Obtain legal advice before engaging in 
any activity.

Upon taking action on the basis of information presented in this white-
paper, the Moentum Ltd (Moentum) website, Spot Quote Holdings, Inc., 
Spot Quote LLC (Spot Quote) or other content produced by Moentum, 
you confirm that: this whitepaper, the Moentum website, or any other 
material produced by Moentum is not an offering, solicitation, or pro-
spectus of any kind.

Neither we nor any third-party service provider shall be liable for any 
kind of damage or loss, including direct and indirect, that may fall 
upon you as a result of reading the whitepaper, materials produced 
by Moentum, or the Moentum website. The whitepaper is intended for 
informational purposes only. You agree that your primary motive to 
purchase tokens is not to sell them in the aftermarket but rather hold 
them for future redemption for trading services offered by Moentum or 
Spot and to make a small donation to the Red Cross. It is not intended 
to be investment advice, a solicitation of any kind, or an endorsement. 
Any decisions or actions taken on the basis of information presented 
in this whitepaper, the Moentum website, or other content is done at 
your own risk and discretion. You agree you are of a legal age in the 
jurisdiction to be able to purchase tokens. 

You are aware of risks in the cryptocurrency industry and are able to 
bear potential losses in full. This could occur if not enough money is 
raised, government regulators are not cooperative, business concepts 
fail to produce a viable business result and any other reason that could 
impair Moentum’s plans.
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You agree nothing contained in the site constitutes investment, legal 
or tax advice. Neither the information nor any opinion contained in the 
site constitutes a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities, 
futures, options or other financial instruments. 

Decisions based on information contained on this site are the sole re-
sponsibility of the visitor. The materials in the site are provided «as is» 
without warranties of any kind (either express or implied). To the full-
est extent permissible pursuant to applicable law, any and all warran-
ties, express or implied, including, but not limited to, implied warranties 
of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, are disclaimed.

The information provided on this website is not intended for distribu-
tion to, or use by, any person in any jurisdiction or country where such 
distribution or use would be contrary to any law or regulation, or which 
would subject Moentum Ltd (including their affiliates) or any of their 
products or services to any registration, licensing or other authoriza-
tion requirement within such jurisdiction or country.

This is a new and unregulated space, this is why we require you to 
agree to such a firm disclosure, however best efforts will be made to 
carry out the plan as disclosed in Moentum’s website and whitepaper. 
We believe our plans help the world by making our markets more liquid 
and perhaps helping the American Red Cross with a sizable donation.


